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PASCAL MORGAN

Explore the future – inspired, motivated, and entertained.
Learn about exciting developments in technology, business, 
and transformation. Let me take you on a ride – into the future.

THE FUTURE
VIGATE

SPEAKER | MODERATOR | FUTURIST



SPEAKING IS

SPEAKING IS
TRANSFORMATION

CONNECTING

WHAT ARE YOUR VISIONS OF THE FUTURE?
HOW DO YOU NAVIGATE COMPLEXITY?



AL MORGAN

Navigating complexity will be a crucial skill in the future... and
understanding the key trends in technology – from AI to Quantum
Computing, from Robotics to Nanotechnology, from Data to Ethics.
Business and society are constantly challenged with future-proof
transformation.
As a former corporate CIO and executive, creative strategist, and
digital transformation expert, I love to share my experiences,
outlook, and passion for change.
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SOCIETY

FUTURE

TECHNOLOGY

LET ME TAKE YOU ON A JOURNEY TO THE FUTURE!

P
?How will the world look like in 2050? What are the challenges

for people, businesses, and society?
How will technology change the world we live in? What are the
leadership skills to master complexity?
 
How can we map technology to sustainable goals and create a
desirable future we want to live in?
What are the macro trends – looking into health, mobility,
sustainability, work, and education?



PASCAL MORGAN

ABOUT
About me: Growing up between cultures, from Europe, Asia, to USA, gave me a unique
perspective early on. Embracing fundamental transformation – a story of personal re-
invention, life-long curiosity, and a professional business career.
As an experienced strategist, digital pioneer, and IT executive, I provide a passionate and
engaging speaking format, designed to challenge my audience – from cultural
transformation, talent development, to innovation, technologies, new business and
product strategies. And the fabric of economic disruption and cross-industry
transformation.
Technology hype-cycles come and go. It’s about people making things work.
 
As the economy is in an ongoing transformation process, a shift is needed in our culture,
mindset, platforms, services, and customer experiences.
We need more entrepreneurs, risk-takers, founders, rebels – the ones who take the
challenge to transfer ideas into products, purpose into impact, business into jobs.
So, let's talk about purpose-driven, sustainable, and impact-oriented business. Let's talk
about startup ecosystems. Let’s talk about the future!

Navigating into an uncertain future means to
build resilience, foster adaptability, and rethink
economies and societal challenges.
As purpose and sustainability move into the
center of future economies, businesses struggle
to adapt their products, services, and
ecosystems for future-proof growth.

Innovation | Technology | Sustainability | Leadership | Transformation

Discuss future-driven perspectives with me
and learn how to tackle some of the most
important topics of our time.

Learn how to use technologies to address
climate change, societal inequalities, as well
as some of the risks that technologies
themselves are bringing into our lives.



In an increasingly complex world, we need agile,
future-oriented leadership. How can we
empower leaders to govern ethically in a hyper-
technological and hyper-globalized era?

FOR CURRENT & FUTURE DECISION MAKERS

What drives Gen-Z emotionally, what are their
dreams and expectations? What do we need to
change, rethink, or redesign to embrace this
incoming generation of leaders?

FOR EMPLOYERS, EDUCATORS, MARKETERS

Let us know your transformational challenge
and Pascal and our team are happy to discuss 
a tailored engaging, informative, and
entertaining format with you.

FOR VARYING TARGET GROUPS

What are the strategies, technologies, and
solutions we need to adapt to fundamentally
shift into a sustainable future? How can we
reach our climate targets using innovation?

FOR CxOs, DIRECTORS, MANAGERS

How will emerging and exponential
technologies impact our future? How do they
work, and how do they fit into the bigger picture
of society?

FOR EVERYONE, CURRENT & FUTURE LEADERS

A people-centric approach to bringing an idea 
to market and disrupting the startup ecosystem
with purpose-driven, impact-oriented business.

FOR ENTREPRENEURS & INTRAPRENEURS

SPEAKER PACKAGES



"Pascal had us wrapped around his finger from minute 1. [...] The talk covered topics from
quantum computing to robots and the metaverse to almost solving the population problem.
I am a molecular biologist by training, and I did not have a single addition to add to Pascal's
presentation of bleeding edge biotech. There aren’t many public speakers that are able to
cover such a broad range of expertise with such factual accuracy.

It was a blast."

Elmar Hackmann
Medical Advisor & Molecular Geneticist

CIO Central and Southern Europe, The Coca-Cola Company

AUDIENCE VOICES
"The level of professionalism, future thinking, and technology innovation is exceptional. Pascal
Morgan represents the best insights and transformation expertise from startups to corporates,
from culture to business. [...] A great expert to help navigate the future."

Damiano Marabelli



INNOVATION | TECHNOLOGY | SUSTAINABILITY | LEADERSHIP | TRANSFORMATION

Pascal Morgan, technology pioneer, creative thinker and passionate speaker,
cross-industry digital transformation advisor, looks back at over a 30-year
career in Technology, Media, and Innovation as an executive and strategist
for Fortune 500 companies and industry leaders such as Coca-Cola,
Deutsche Telekom, AOL, and Pixelpark.
 
He experienced the rise of exponential technologies since the early 90s. In
his career from top digital agencies to large corporations, from publishing,
media, telecommunications to retail industries he dealt with the thread we all
have in common: a global, all encompassing, and accelerating
transformation. And a shared responsibility on how we shape our future.

Pascal grew up between Europe, Asia, and USA. A fascinating story of
personal transformation, life-long curiosity, professional business career –
and mastering the hardships of life.

As the founder of think.speak.transform., he connects, advises, and speaks
on transformation, disruptive technologies, new business models as well as
ethical challenges for a sustainable future. This includes guiding startups,
companies, and corporations through times of constant change.
 
He is also faculty member of the Futur/io Institute, senior mentor at
Germantech, co-founder of United Peers, investor and startup advisor,
previously Board Member of the European Technology Chamber. He studied
Philosophy in Frankfurt and has been trained in choreography, stage
performance, and professional speaking.

With a love for coffee, gadgets, and people.

NAVIGATE THE FUTURE.

PRICING

Keynotes
Lectures
Moderation
Impulse Statements
Interactive Sessions
& Workshops

FORMATS

WITH PASCAL MORGAN.
BIOGRAPHY

Please reach out to us for 
a competitive quotation

SPEAKER | MODERATOR | FUTURIST

speaker@think-speak-transform.com
think-speak-transform.com
linkedin.com/in/pascalmorgan

CONTACT

LANGUAGES

English (native)
German (native)

Founder, Advisor, Coach
Corporate CIO
Vice President Technology
Product & Technology Strategy
Innovation Manager
Creative Strategist

EXPERIENCE

https://german.tech/
https://www.unitedpeers.com/


LET'S TRANSFORM.
FOR A BETTER FUTURE.


